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Beschrijving
GREAT BRITAIN INVESTMENT LOT, (un)used/never hinged amazing lot from
an investor who bought over the last 20 years only better items and rare items in
quantities, mostly in nice condition. There are many "hot" stamps in quantities
like the 5 Pound Orange,
GREAT BRITAIN QUEEN VICTORIA 1840-1901, (un)used/never hinged
outstanding very specialised collection of only the Queen Victoria period,
specialised on plates, colours, varieties etc., starting with 1d. black(23x) in
different colours and plates, mostly v
GREAT BRITAIN 1840-1969, unused/never hinged very nice collection starting
with 2 Mulready envelopes, then the stamps from nr.1 on with many rare stamps
upto the high Pound values, the best is the Queen Victoria period with many
highlights from the later
GREAT BRITAIN KING EDWARD VII/VIII AND GEORGE V/VI 1901-1952,
(un)used/never hinged fantastic very specialised on colours, watermarks etc.,
also a very good part with control numbers and much more, the photo shows
only a part of the better items that are
GREAT BRITAIN 1840-1970, (un)used/never hinged very nice quality collection
with many of the better high noted items, specialised on plates and watermarks,
starting with the Penny black(22x) in various plates and shades, further all
issues incl. S.G.126/1
GREAT BRITAIN 1840-1995, (un)used/never hinged collection and book with
many extra's. The collection starts from 1840 with an 1d. black and 2d. blue
unused but also the high Pound values incl. 5 Pound orange and many of the
other high values, beside this
GREAT BRITAIN SPECIALISED 1840-1881, very specialised collection with
plates, shades, watermarks etc., but also a very good part covers including 1d.
black plate 1b on cover with an error in the date of arrival "1481 instead of 1841"
and also a 1d. red on cover to Jacmel(Haiti) from Bordeaux transit via London
and many more interesting stamps and covers. A highly interesting collection for
the specialist, in ringbinder
GREAT BRITAIN AND CHANNEL ISLANDS QUEEN ELIZABETH II PERIOD
FROM 1852, (un)used/never hinged extensive specialised collection with many
varieties, specialities etc., very interesting for the specialist, in 4 stockbooks and
1 small book
GREAT BRITAIN 1840-1970, (un)used/never hinged very well filled
collection(only 10 stamps missing) with many of the high Pounds values, very
high catalogue value, in Davo album
GREAT BRITAIN, big lot with mostly only classic material in quantities, lineengraved and Surface printed, the catalogue value is enormous, we think very
well over 100.000, must be viewed with attention, in 11 mostly stockbooks and 1
small box, in big b
GREAT BRITAIN, never hinged big lot with only plated material, incl. better
plates, total catalogue value approx. 35.000,=, in 3 stockbooks and 1 folder
GREAT BRITAIN 1902-1969, (un)used/never hinged complete collection(only
1,= Seahorse is missing) including the other high values, also some specialised,
in Lindner album
GREAT BRITAIN USED ABROAD, very interesting collection used abroad with
mostly South American cancels including rare items, also on the higher values,
absolute interesting for the specialist, also some letters included, in stockbook
GREAT BRITAIN 1840-1951, (un)used/never hinged somewhat specialised
collection including some high Pound values, also "Back of the Book" and
covers, interesting collection, in Victoria album
GREAT BRITAIN PENNY RED, complete plate Penny red 71 till 225 without 77
and many letters/covers, in Victoria album
GREAT BRITAIN BOOKLETS, never hinged collection with hundreds of
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booklets with much variety, in 2 albums
GREAT BRITAIN AND COLONIES 1840-1928, (un)used/never hinged fantastic
very well filled collections starting with Great Britain, somewhat specialised incl.
better high noted items with also good part Offices Abroad, Officials and
Postage Dues. Further the
GREAT BRITAIN AN COLONIES, (un)used/never hinged dealer stock from a
Dutch dealer with only goodies, many high or very high noted stamps and sets
of many Colonies. The total catalogue value is well over
200.000,=(Yvert/Michel) highly interesting to sel
ENGLISH COLONIES, (un)used/never hinged phenomenal lot with only goodies
of the Colonies with very high noted items included 3,= till 100,= K.U.T. with
Specimens overprint and many other only better material, a lot never like this
before, on request s
ENGLISH COLONIES TILL 1912, (un)used very nice collections of many
Colonies with strong Oceania, Asia, Africa and North/South American Colonies
including many high noted stamps. The catalogue value is enormous, must be
viewed with much attention, in album
ENGLISH COLONIES, (un)used/never hinged extensive collection of many
Colonies with much better high noted material, also a small selection of better
Great Britain and some USA, the total cat.value is enormous, good viewing
strongly recommended, in 7 Yvert
ENGLISH CLONIES, (un)used/never hinged huge collection with many
Countries of the Colonies with much good material from the classic part till the
very modern time, in 18 albums/stockbooks/ringbinders, in 2 boxes
ENGLISH COLONIES, (un)used/never hinged collection of mostly the Colonies
in Asia incl. good Malaysian States, but also nice Mauritius etc., in stockbook
ENGLISH COLONIES IN AFRICA, (un)used/never hinged very nice somewhat
specialised collection of various African Colonies with good part of South Africa
including very nice South West Africa including the better pairs etc., further very
nice Rhodesia with t
AUSTRALIA 1913-2006, (un)used mostly never hinged very well filled
collection, some of the higher values of the Kangeroos are missing but the rest
complete incl. blocks etc., also some "Back of the Book"and Antarctic, in 3 Davo
albums
AUSTRALIAN STATES, (un)used/never hinged very interesting specialised
collection with many States like South Australia, West Australia with many
Swans, Victoria, New South Wales, Queensland and Tasmania, only the classic
period, very nice collection with
AUSTRALIA/VICTORIA 1850-1913, (un)used very interesting specialised
collection with many stamps and covers, specialised on shades, printings,
varieties etc., absolute interesting for the specialist, enormous value, in 2
albums
BAHAMAS/BARBADOS/BERMUDA TILL 1965, (un)used/never hinged very
nice quality collections starting from the classics with many better high noted
stamps and sets, double collected unused/never hinged and used, some issues
specialised collected, like George V
BRITISH EAST AFRICA, (un)used somewhat specialised collection including
better items incl. S.G.45 with certificate, also Postage Dues and G.A.E.
overprints upto the 10R., interesting for the specialist, in stockbook
BRUNEI 1895-1964, unused/never hinged almost complete collection incl. the
high Dollar stamps and also the Japanese Occupation, in nice quality, on
albumpages, in folder
CEYLON 1867-1981, used specialised collection with many varieties, also many
covers with interesting frankings, very interesting collections for the specialist, in
4 Biella albums
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GRIBRALTAR 1886-1989, unused/never hinged very nice well filled collection
with all the sets of the beginperiod, further from 1903 on the king Edward and
George issues incl. mostly all high Pound values including the 5 Pound and
from 1931 on complete with
GIBRALTAR 1886-1985, (un)used mostly never hinged almost complete
collection, only 7 stamps are missing incl. better high Pound values etc., in Davo
album
HONG KONG 1862-1964, unused/never hinged well filled collection incl. better
stamps and sets, also better overprints etc., and from later period sets till the
high Dollar values, overall in nice quality, high catalogue value, on album pages,
in folder
INDIA AND INDIAN STATES, (un)used/never hinged stunning collection from a
Dutch collector who collected this Country and areas for over 30 years. During
these 30 years he brought together this fantastic collection with stamps, covers,
Postal Stationary, F
MALAYSIA/MALAYSIAN STATES 1867-1965, unused/never hinged
outstanding collection starting with the Straits Settlements, then the British
Administration(B.M.A.) and Federated Malay states. All the Malaysian States
from Johore nr.1 till Trengganu and also th
NEW ZEALAND 1855-1909, (un)used/never hinged fantastic nice quality mostly
classic collection, specialised on watermarks, shades, perfs etc., with very rare,
high noted stamps, included, the quality is what surprised us most it is fantastic,
very fresh, t
NEW ZEALAND 1855-1966, used very nice collection starting with a very good
classic part including many better high noted items, also some with certificate,
from 1873 complete specialised on watermarks, perfs. etc., including the better
sets, further the E
NEW ZEALAND ADVERTISEMENT STAMPS, large collection of the popular
advertisement stamps incl. the scarce items, also descriptions and literature,
very interesting for the specialist, in folder
NEW ZEALAND 1855-2006, (un)used/never hinged very nice well filled
collection starting with good classic part, from 1915 on complete, also "Back of
the Book" and some Areas like Niue and Cocos Keeling, further there are the
Millennium and 150 Years New Ze
NIGERIA 1874, unused/never hinged very nice collection in good quality starting
with Lagos incl. the better sets like 21/29 etc., further Niger Coast Protectorate,
then Southern Nigeria from nr.1 on, almost complete incl. the better material
and the colle
NORTH BORNEO/LABUAN/SARAWAK 1879-,\ unused/never hinged very nice
well filled collections, except a few extremely high noted stamps complete in the
main numbers. The collection starts with North Borneo with many of the better
high noted stamps and sets, a
RHODESIA 1892-1960, unused/never hinged beautiful collection starting from
nr.1 with the issues for the British Africa Company Territory with many highlights
incl. the better sets unto the high Pound values further Southern Rhodesia,
Rhodesia and Nyasala
SEYCHELLES 1890-1964, unused/never hinged almost complete collection
from nr.1 with the overprints and somewhat specialised in shades and varieties
in very nice quality, on album pages, in folder
SINGAPORE 1948-1987, never hinged complete collection incl. block 1, in
stockbook
SOUTH AFRICA 1853-, unused mostly never hinged fantastic collection of
South Africa and her states etc. The collection starts with a nice collection of
Cape of Good Hope, Vrijburg, Griqualand West, Stellaland, British
Bechuanaland, very nice Natal, Zulula
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GREAT BRITAIN 1840-1953, (un)used/never hinged enormous big, specialised
lot with a huge amount of stamps and letters, specialized on plates, colours,
cancellations etc. with much better high noted material, according to the vendor
is the total catalogue value £220.000,=+++(S.G.2010), an absolute interesting
lot, in 3 stockbooks
BRITISH NORTH AMERICA 1851-1947, (un)used/never hinged nice collection
of the Canadian Provinces with good part of New Brunswick, Nova Scotia, New
Foundland, Prince Edward Islands etc., incl. better high noted stamps, in Davo
album
GREAT BRITAIN, 1840, One penny Mulready envelope, stereo A-139, used
with 1d. black SG.AS5 plate Ib, with four margins, redirected with red Maltese
Cross obliteration and TP Cornhill, cert. RPS(2000) exceedingly rare!!
GREAT BRITAIN, 1891 use of 1840 2d. blue Mulready envelope, Stereo a-201
(SG Spec ME4b), registered to Hamburg, additionally franked with horizontal
pair 1887-92 2d purple on blue, cancelled Liverpool numeral "466" killers,
handstamped oval-framed "R',
GREAT BRITAIN, S.G. 1, 1d. intense black plate 5 lettered F-F, unused with
part original gum, four good margins, very fine, cert. D. Brandon(2004), very
rare!!
GREAT BRITAIN, S.G. 2, 1d. black plate 6 lettered O-I, unused, with four very
nice wide margins, very fine, cert. D. Brandon(2004), very rare!!
GREAT BRITAIN, S.G. 3, 1d. grey-black, variety e. 'watermark inverted', used
with red Maltese cross, 4 good margins, very fine
GREAT BRITAIN, 1840, 1d. black lettered Q-J with four very wide margins,
used on cover from Anstruther to Dundee with the Maltese cross in "dirty
brownish-yellow, from the Jafra collection, with cert. BPA(1965), a great rarety!!
GREAT BRITAIN, S.G. 5, 2d. blue lettered R-I, unused with part original gum,
four good margins, very fine, extremely rare!!
GREAT BRITAIN, S.G. 5, 2d. blue, variety d. 'Watermark inverted', used with
black Maltese cross, 4 good margins, very fine
GREAT BRITAIN, 1844, 1d. red-brown 1841 on entire letter with the rare
Channel Islands Maltese Cross cancellation, with full original content (and
translation), confirming being send from Jersey, SG. Special vol.I cat. value
55.000,=, cert. B.P.A.(1997)
GREAT BRITAIN, S.G. 43, 1d. Rose-red "imperforate imprimature", plate 71,
lettered A-K (only AA through AL, BA through BH and TH were seperated from
the imperforate sheet), unused without gum, 4 good margins, surperb
GREAT BRITAIN, S.G. 43, 1d. Rose-red "imperforate imprimature", plate 99,
lettered A-C (only AA through AL, BA through BH and TH were seperated from
the imperforate sheet), unused without gum, good margins with fragment of top
sheet margin, surperb
GREAT BRITAIN, S.G. 43, 1d. Rose-red "imperforate imprimature", plate 107,
lettered B-F (only AA through AL, BA through BH and TH were seperated from
the imperforate sheet), unused, very fine
GREAT BRITAIN, S.G. 43, 1d. Rose-red "imperforate imprimature", plate 110,
lettered A-I (only AA through AL, BA through BH and TH were seperated from
the imperforate sheet), unused without gum, good margins with fragment of top
sheet margin, very fine
GREAT BRITAIN, S.G. 43, 1d. Rose-red "imperforate imprimature", plate 121,
lettered B-G (only AA through AL, BA through BH and TH were seperated from
the imperforate sheet), unused, 4 good margins, very fine
GREAT BRITAIN, S.G. 43, 1d. Rose-red "imperforate imprimature", plate 124,
lettered B-I (only AA through AL, BA through BH and TH were seperated from
the imperforate sheet), unused without gum, 4 good margins, very fine
GREAT BRITAIN, S.G. 43, 1d. Rose-red "imperforate imprimature", plate 127,
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lettered A-K (only AA through AL, BA through BH and TH were seperated from
the imperforate sheet), unused without gum, 4 good margins with in the top a
large margin, superb
GREAT BRITAIN, S.G. 43, 1d. Rose-red "imperforate imprimature", plate 130,
lettered A-F (only AA through AL, BA through BH and TH were seperated from
the imperforate sheet), unused without gum, 4 good margins, superb
GREAT BRITAIN, S.G. 43, 1d. Rose-red "imperforate imprimature", plate 107,
lettered A-F (only AA through AL, BA through BH and TH were seperated from
the imperforate sheet), unused without gum, 4 good margins, superb
GREAT BRITAIN, S.G. 43, 1d. Rose-red "imperforate imprimature", plate 138,
lettered A-F (only AA through AL, BA through BH and TH were seperated from
the imperforate sheet), unused without gum, 4 good margins, superb
GREAT BRITAIN, S.G. 43, 1d. Rose-red "imperforate imprimature", plate 145,
lettered A-F (only AA through AL, BA through BH and TH were seperated from
the imperforate sheet), unused without gum, 4 good margins, superb
GREAT BRITAIN, S.G. 43, 1d. Rose-red "imperforate imprimature", plate 155,
lettered A-F (only AA through AL, BA through BH and TH were seperated from
the imperforate sheet), unused without gum, very fine
GREAT BRITAIN, S.G. 43, 1d. Rose-red "imperforate imprimature", plate 165,
lettered A-F (only AA through AL, BA through BH and TH were seperated from
the imperforate sheet), unused without gum, 4 good margins with wide top
margin, superb
GREAT BRITAIN, S.G. 43, 1d. Rose-red "imperforate imprimature", plate 175,
lettered A-D (only AA through AL, BA through BH and TH were seperated from
the imperforate sheet), unused without gum, 4 good margins with on top
fragment of sheet margin , superb
GREAT BRITAIN, S.G. 43, 1d. Rose-red "imperforate imprimature", plate 190,
lettered A-E (only AA through AL, BA through BH and TH were seperated from
the imperforate sheet), unused without gum, 4 good margins, superb
GREAT BRITAIN, S.G. 43, 1d. Rose-red "imperforate imprimature", plate 191,
lettered A-K (only AA through AL, BA through BH and TH were seperated from
the imperforate sheet), unused without gum, 4 good margins with on top
fragment of sheet margin, superb
GREAT BRITAIN, S.G. 43, 1d. Rose-red "imperforate imprimature", plate 193,
lettered A-F (only AA through AL, BA through BH and TH were seperated from
the imperforate sheet), unused, very fine
GREAT BRITAIN, S.G. 43, 1d. Rose-red "imperforate imprimature", plate 209,
lettered A-B (only AA through AL, BA through BH and TH were seperated from
the imperforate sheet), unused without gum, 4 good margins with on top
fragment of sheet margin, superb
GREAT BRITAIN, S.G. 43, 1d. Rose-red "imperforate imprimature", plate 222,
lettered A-K (only AA through AL, BA through BH and TH were seperated from
the imperforate sheet), unused without gum, 4 good margins with on top
fragment of sheet margin, superb
GREAT BRITAIN, S.G. 48, d. rose-red plate 9 lettered P-R, unused with full
original gum, very nice, extremely rare!!
GREAT BRITAIN, S.G. 182, 10s. Cobalt on white paper, watermark Anchor,
used, very fine, cert. D. Brandon(2009)
GREAT BRITAIN, S.G. 185, 1,= brown-lilac, wmk. Three Imperial Crowns,
lettered C-C, with Specimen overprint in black, well centered, unused, superb
GREAT BRITAIN, S.G. 631, 1962 NPY 2d. green and red, in imperforate
marginal pair, unused without gum, slightly imperfections, rare and
uncatalogued, absolute no proof!!
GREAT BRITAIN, S.G. O8, 5s. rose(blued paper) overprinted 'I.R. Official',
wmk. Anchor, with Specimen overprint in black, unused, very fine
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GREAT BRITAIN, S.G. O9, 5s. rose overprinted 'I.R. Official', wmk. Anchor,
unused, almost very fine, extremely rare!!
GREAT BRITAIN, S.G. O9d, 10s. ultramarine(blued paper) overprinted 'I.R.
Official', wmk. Anchor, with Specimen overprint in black, unused, very fine
GREAT BRITAIN, S.G. O10, 5s. rose overprinted 'I.R. Official', wmk. Anchor,
used, very fine
GREAT BRITAIN, S.G. O15 (3x), 1s. dull green overprinted 'I.R. Official', in
unused horizontal strip of three, unused with part original gum, well centered,
very fine, certificate B.P.A.(1981)
GREAT BRITAIN, S.G. O16, 1,= green overprinted 'I.R. Official', lightly used,
superb
GREAT BRITAIN, S.G. O16, 1,= green overprinted 'I.R. Official', used, very fine
GREAT BRITAIN, S.G. O34, 5d. dull purple and blue overprinted 'O.W. Official',
unused, very fine, rare!
GREAT BRITAIN, S.G. O40, 10d. dull purple and carmine overprinted 'O.W.
Official', used, very fine, rare! certificate B.P.A.(1977)
GREAT BRITAIN, S.G. O63, 9d. dull green overprinted 'GOVT Parcels', unused,
very fine, certificate R.P.S.(1981)
GREAT BRITAIN, S.G. O63, 9d. dull green overprinted 'GOVT Parcels', used,
very fine, certificate R.P.S.(1981)
GREAT BRITAIN, S.G. O81, 5d. dull purple and blue overprinted 'Board of
Education', used, very fine
BRITISH OCCUPATION OF ITALIAN EAST AFRICA, Sassone 10/20, 10 cent
till 50 Lire 1940 overprinted 'British Occupation' and 'Postage', complete set of
11 values prepared but not issued, never hinged, superb set, certificate Enzo
Diena and Sorani,. A major ra
BRITISH OCCUPATION OF ITALIAN EAST AFRICA, Sassone 1/9, 10 cent till
10 Lire 1941 overprinted 'British Occupation' and new value, complete set of 9
values prepared but not issued, never hinged, superb set, very rare, certificate
Enzo Diena
BRITISH LEVANT , S.G. S1, d. green overprint Levant, in block of four with
variety on two top stamps with additional inverted en reversed "Albino overprint",
never hinged, very fine, cert. B.P.A.(1979), extremely rare!!
CYPRUS, S.G. 1, d. rose overprinted Cyprus, plate 19, lettered F-W, unused
part original gum, small corner crease otherwise very fine, certificate
BPA(1975), extremely rare!
CYPRUS , S.G. 1, d. rose overprinted Cyprus, plate 19, lettered O-P, used
969(Nicosia), very fine, certificate D. Brandon(1977)
CYPRUS , S.G. 2, 1d. rose overprinted Cyprus, plate 184, lettered G-J, used
975(Limassol), defective at top left otherwise very fine, certificate BPA(1981),
extremely rare!
CYPRUS , S.G. 2, 1d. rose overprinted Cyprus, plate 193, lettered E-Q, unused,
very fine, certificate RPS(1957)
CYPRUS , S.G. 2, 1d. rose overprinted Cyprus, plate 196, lettered E-R, unused,
very fine, certificate RPS(1957)
CYPRUS , S.G. 2, 1d. rose overprinted Cyprus, plate 220, lettered A-Q, used
981(Paphos) very fine, certificate NBK
CYPRUS , S.G. 4/6, 4d. sage green, 6d. grey and 1s. green overprinted Cyprus,
used, very fine, certificate RPS/BPA
CYPRUS , S.G. 7, d. on 1d. red overprinted Cyprus, plate 215, lettered C-F,
used, very fine, certificate RPS(1988)
CYPRUS , S.G. 7, d. on 1d. red overprinted Cyprus, plate 215, lettered B-J,
used, almost very fine, certificate RPS(1932)
CYPRUS , S.G. 7, d. on 1d. red overprinted Cyprus, plate 218, lettered H-H,
used, small repair otherwise very fine, certificate RPS(1995)
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CYPRUS , S.G. Z2, 1d. rose red, plate 193, lettered J-N, used abroad
982(Famagusta), little thin at left centre otherwise very fine, certificate
BPA(1986)
CYPRUS , S.G. Z3, 2d. blue, plate 15, lettered B-O, used abroad
982(Famagusta), little thin spot at right otherwise very fine, certificate
BPA(1995)
CYPRUS , S.G. Z15, 1d. rose red in pair, plate 195, lettered S-G/S-H, used
abroad 942(Larnaca), very fine, certificate RPS(1948)
CYPRUS , S.G. Z52 (not listed in catalogue), 1d. rose red, plate 97, lettered DH, used abroad D47(Polymedia Camp), late use, very fine, certificate
RPS(1990), very rare!
NEW BRUNSWICK, S.G. 1 on cover, 3d. bright red, fine used on
1853(December 6) outer letter sheet from St. Andrews(blue St. Andrews c.d.s.
on reverse), tied by blue grid cancel(virtually unknown on a single 3d., generally
reserved for higher franked mailings), cert. The Philatelic Foundation(2010)
NEW BRUNSWICK, S.G. 1 on cover, 3d. bright red, fine used on 1857(May 1)
envelope from St. John to St. Stephen
NEW BRUNSWICK, S.G. 2 on cover, 3d. dull red, fine used on 1855(May 30)
entire letter from St. John via Hillsborough to Hopewell Corners, reverse with St.
John and Hillsborough datestamps and Hopewell Corners arrival in red with
m.s. "June 1/55", cover with a little staining, (mentioned in Arfken/Firby as ex.
Jarrett)
NEW BRUNSWICK, S.G. 2a and 2 in pair on cover, 3d. dull red, bisected and
3d. dull red in pair(=7d.), on cover of 1858(November 15) from St. John(no.1) to
London(UK), tied by neat oval grids and with neat "St John
N.B./Paid/NO15/1858", c.d.s.+ red Londo
NEW BRUNSWICK, S.G. 4a on cover, 6d. Olive-yellow on blue paper,
bisected(=3d.), on cover of 1860(February 13) from New Castle(no.21) to
Amherst, NS, cert. RPS(2011), very fine (mentioned in Arfken/Firby p.134), very
rare item!!
NEW BRUNSWICK, S.G. 5 on cover, 1/-reddish mauve(unitrade nr.3, bright red
violet), on 1855(May 3) quadruple rate registered(Reg.136) folded letter from st.
John to Yarmouth, NS, tied by two black oval grid cancels with additional large
black "6" rate han
NOVA SCOTIA, S.G. 1 in pair and 2 on cover, 1d. red-brown and 3d. bright
blue(=5d.) on cover of 1858(April 21) from Halifax to New York, U.S.A., cert.
Greene(1994)(mentioned in Arfken/Firby p.70), very rare!!
NOVA SCOTIA, S.G. 2, 3d. deep blue on cover of 1853(August 19) from
Annapolis(black c.d.s. on reverse) to Bridgetown N.S.(black c.d.s. of August 20,)
1853 on reverse, tied by black grid cancel, docketed 20 August 1853 on front,
ex. Consul Weinberger
NOVA SCOTIA, S.G. 2 on cover, 3d. on deep blue on cover of 1856(May 24)
from Halifax to Cape Breton, good margins, exceptional color, very fine
(mentioned in Arfken/Firby p.29 as of May 23)
NOVA SCOTIA, S.G. 2a and 5 on cover, 3d. deep blue bisected, and 6d.(=7d.)
on cover of 1855(december 27) from Pictou to Edinburgh, Scotland, UK, with
red Liverpool "tombstone" transit mark of JA 14/56 also on the stamps, black
"5"(=the British claim for
NOVA SCOTIA, S.G. 3a and 5 on cover, 3d. bright blue, bisected, and 6d.
yellow-green(=7d.) on cover of 1860(July 11) from Pictou to Newcastle, England
UK, cert. BPA(1994), very fine (figured in Arfken/Firby p.87 and mentioned
p.93))
NOVA SCOTIA, S.G. 4 on cover, 3d. pale blue on cover of 1857(December)
from Salisbury via Anherst(December 5 backstamp) to Hillsborough(December
10 backstamps); stamp with 4 large margins, cover with some flaws; ex.
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174

€ 1.000

175

€ 1.250

176

€ 2.500

177

€ 75

178

€ 300

179

€ 100

180

€ 150

181

€ 250

182

€ 100

183

€ 500

"Halifax", (mentioned in Arfken/Firby p.30)
NOVA SCOTIA, S.G. 5 on cover, 6d. yellow-green on cover of 1857(August 29)
from Locks Islands to East Harrington, Maine, U.S.A., cert. RPS(2011), very fine
(mentioned in Arfken/Firby p.74)
NOVA SCOTIA, S.G. 5a on cover, 6d. yellow-green, bisected,(=3d.) on cover of
1858(January 1) from Locks Islands to Cape Breton, cert. RPS(2011) and cert.
BPA(2013) ex. Kanai and Koh (mentioned in Arfken/Firby p.36)
NOVA SCOTIA, S.G. 6a, 6d. deep green bisected, (=3d.) on cover of 1860(April
40 from Berwick via Kentville to Wolfville, SUP, cert. The Philatelic
Foundation(1968) and cert. Behr(2011), ex. Fox and Koh (mentioned in
Arfken/Firby p.39), a superb cover!!
NOVA SCOTIA, 1P on card, 1p. black Trial Color Proof on card, very fine (coll.
Fawn)
NOVA SCOTIA, 1P on card, 1p. black Trial Color Proof on card, in block of 4,
extremely fine, ex. Baillie (coll. Fawn)
NOVA SCOTIA, 1P on wove, 1p. black Trial Color Proof on Grayish Wove, very
fine (coll. Fawn)
NOVA SCOTIA, 4P on card, 6p. black Trial Color Proof on card, in vertical pair,
extremely fine (coll. Fawn)
NOVA SCOTIA, 6P on card, 1s. black Trial Color Proof on card, in horizontal
pair, extremely fine (coll. Fawn)
NOVA SCOTIA, 1-7 Reprints, 1p., 3p., 6p. and 1s. reprint, Proofs on thin hard
white paper, very fine, ex. Baillie (coll. Fawn)
KELANTAN, THAI OCCUPATION OF MALAYA, S.G. TK1/TK5, 1c/10c black
handstamped with State Arms in violet, unused, no gum(as issued), very fine,
rare!

